FORESTRY MANAGEMENT STUDY
March 13, 2015
The team from the Institute of the Environment, University of Balamand, in collaboration with Spanish experts from the University of Lleida conducted a number of field visits to Bkessine and Andik forests on March 13, 2015. Field visits to both sites included the collection of measurements from a large number of plots located within forested areas for the development of forest inventories and the eventual forest management plans.

Read more

March 16, 2015
HOST COMMUNITIES PROJECT FUNDS GET REPLENISHED
A second phase has been signed for the Host Communities project thanks to the Saudi Fund for Development through the UNHCR. The project will focus on implementing full solar powered solution for five clinics, and indoor and outdoor solar PV lighting.

Read more

March 28, 2015
BRIQUETTING PLANTS IN BKESSINE AND AANDKET
The biomass pilot projects are picking up pace! Contracts have been signed and the winning contractor has conducted kick off meetings with the respective municipalities. Plans are underway for the implementation of the infrastructure to host the briquetting machines that would process forestry and agricultural residues to make sustainable heating logs.

Read more

April 1, 2015
SOLAR - DRIVEN WATER PUMPING
This month’s issue by Mr. N. Haje Shehadeh, energy consultant, discusses solar driven water pumping systems. The technology presents huge savings on energy for agriculture irrigation and is steadily taking hold in Lebanon with bright prospects.

Read more
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The MEDSOLAR sites bidding process have been completed and evaluations are at their final stages.
Read more
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